Distance learning...online college courses...self-taught Internet exploration. As learners become more comfortable with electronic devices and digital content, most formal learning now involves an online component.

In the midst of this cultural shift, your library can be the epicenter of learning for both traditional and non-traditional learners in your community. You can bring the best of online resources to patrons with personal engagement.

Now you can enrich and support your patrons' learning in a fresh and meaningful way.

Building on Gale’s solid publishing reputation and Cengage Learning’s expertise in developing authoritative textbooks and complete online learning solutions, ed2go for Libraries delivers engaging, interesting online courses. ed2go meets the needs of onsite AND online library users by providing top-quality and essential, instructor-led, interactive community education.

ed2go offers your patrons:
- Hundreds of courses
- Expert instructors
- Unlimited course registrations

And you bring this to your community with an easy-to-manage annual subscription.
Engaging Instruction, Simple Administration

Each course is designed to be flexible, while ensuring that students remain accountable and engaged. Courses feature:

- A 12-lesson format comprising 20-24 course-hours over a 6-week period
- Student interaction with instructors in an online discussion area
- Downloadable certificate of completion

Courses commence the third Wednesday of every month with another new session just around the corner.

Best of all, ed2go is easy for your library to manage, with:

- Easy-to-track student outcomes
- A robust website that hosts usage reports, site customization options, and customizable promotional materials.

Expert Instructors, Engaged Learners

Each instructor is expert in their chosen field, with many advanced degree(s), active teaching career at a post-secondary institution or successful publishing track record in academic or trade journals.

Choose the complete suite or ed2go Basic

If accreditation is important to your patrons, you'll want to choose the full ed2go subscription. It allows learners to earn accredited continuing education credits in 19 courses, in addition to the hundreds of courses.

A second version, ed2go Basic, provides access to hundreds of courses, but omits the accredited CEU courses.

Let the Learning Begin!

Online learning doesn’t have to be solitary or boring. Help your patrons discover interactive, engaging learning opportunities with ed2go. For more information, contact us at 1-800-877-GALE or visit www.gale.cengage.com/ed2go